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Welcome to your CareerSmart report. Your reflections on what matters to you about the future and the
evaluation of your interests and skills will provide insights for making informed career decisions.

Based on your self-assessment, this report will help you to reflect on:
The kind of future you want to live and work in: To give you a vision for your work in the future.
The contribution you could make: To align with what motivates and matters to you.
The focus and learning you will need: So that what you study or work in is developing your potential.
Your background: The whanau, cultural influences and support you can draw on.
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Introduction to your report
We believe that our world can be a good place to live and work in, and that our choices can steer us towards making a
contribution that will enable us to flourish. To achieve this requires self-awareness and thoughtful action.

In completing the assessment, you took the time to think about the future you want and to evaluate your interests, motivations
and skills. So, this summary report should be an accurate reflection of how you see yourself and how you think about your
future. It is designed to help you to get clearer about how you want your future to be so that you can make good study or
transition to work decisions.

Your report provides rich information and insights for you and your coach to work with. Although it doesn’t give you all the
answers to your questions about the future, it will help you to take steps toward a satisfying working life. Career development is
a journey and you are embarking on this journey equipped with natural talents and interests. Your job now is to develop the skills
you need to make the contribution you have the potential to make.

Section One - Your background

Your experiences and influences will already be informing and shaping the choices you make about your future. These are the
responses you made to the 3 questions about your background;

Your cultural and family background and how this background has shaped
you:
the importance of working hard, being kind and respecting others

The experiences and achievements you are most proud of so far:
Done well at school, and represented Wellington College in hockey and cricket

The ideas you already have about your career:
Not too sure
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Section Two - Things that matter, and how
you want to experience the future

What matters to you is unique to you and related to your personal beliefs, the influences from the important people and
experiences in your life so far. In these two exercises, 'Things that matter' and 'the experiences you want' you have
thought about what is important to you and the type of experience you want in your future.

These are the things that matter or are important to you and how you could imagine a future where this is a
reality.

The things that matter most How you imagine a future would be like if it is aligned with this

1. Good Leadership being able to lead a group to create positive outcomes

2. Healthy having a clean, healthy working environment

3. Enjoyment being happy with everything I achieve in the workplace and enjoying it at the same
time

Work experiences you want in your future:
Choosing a career that fulfils the experiences you want will help you define the 'guiding' criteria for career decisions. The
following three experiences matter most for how you want to work in the future. Identifying these will help ensure that the study
or work you do will potentially give you this experience and help you to make the contribution you could make in the way that
would feel natural to you.

These are the 3 experiences you want in your future work.

Experiences you want in your career How this might be experienced

1. Achieving results by working to my maximum potential and not giving up

2. Communicating and building relationships constant communication with my peers

3. Creating positive change by working well in a group environment
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Section Three - Your Career Motivators

Your career motivators need to be fulfilled in the work or study you choose to do. If they are you are likely to be interested,
engaged in what you are doing and motivated. It is important to take personal responsibility for making sure these motivators
are present in the conditions and focus of your study or work. It's about identifying what you need in order to do your best work
or study.

Notes to self: Write here how your motivators could be expressed in a career of interest:
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Section Four - Your Career interests

This section reports on the Fields of Work you are attracted to.

Job satisfaction and positive study engagement happens when your interests are aligned to the industry or sector you are
studying or working in. In this exercise you have evaluated your interest and any experience you have had in each field. All
experience is valuable, regardless of the level of responsibility and satisfaction you had.
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Career Interests also include the skills and work functions you are interested in.

These are categorised into 4 areas: Working with People, Working with ideas, Working with data and information and Working
with Things.

These are the skills and work functions you have shown most interest in developing.
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The Focus You Would Prefer To Have In Each Skill Or Work Function Area
This pie chart represents the combination of skills and work functions you are most interested in. It demonstrates where your
work or study could be focused in order for you to enjoy your study, work or career.

Notes to self: Write here how your career interests could be expressed in a career or work that
could be satisfying:
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Section Five - The strengths you bring to
your career development

Self-awareness is key to knowing how you can grow and develop the skills needed to manage your life, study and career in the
future.

We all have areas that we are better at and other areas we need to consciously develop.

Knowing these will help you to prepare for work, or to make a greater commitment for further study.

Based on your own evaluation you have rated your career development skills:
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Now, imagine the kind of future you want

Use your CareerSMART self-assessment results to make study and work decisions.

If you can print off your report and reflect on each exercise you will be able to note down your thoughts on the report in the
'Notes to Self' sections.

Next, Summarise on this page, your reflections under each of the headings.

The kind of future you want to live and work in:

The contribution you think you could make:

The focus and learning you might need:

The whanau, cultural influences and support you can draw on:
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Notes and Next steps
Use this space to write down the actions you want to take. E.g., research you still need to do, courses you could explore or other
assessments that might help you make the decisions you need to make. Or, if you like, simply draw a picture of your-self as you
see yourself in the future, in work that you would love

Final Words
This has been a comprehensive self-assessment to complete – well done! Having done so, you will be clearer and more confident
about developing your career potential or making a successful transition into work. Your report will become an important
document for the next steps of your career journey. We hope this helps you to create your working life where you can be making
the contribution that is right for you!

For further exploration you might want to use this information to explore more deeply career or study choices . These are freely
available on various websites and your Career Educator or Coach will advise you on the most appropriate one.

Important information

This report has been generated from your self-assessment and is a reflection of the information and responses you have supplied. The
report should be viewed as your own thoughts and ideas about you. The CareerSMART assessment is not a psychometric test.

Career educators and coaches will need to comply with the following standards and practices:

The information will be applied only to career decision-making and be used as a framework of self-understanding from which careera.
and development objectives can be identified.
The report will be stored in safe custody or destroyed once its purpose has been fulfilled.b.
The report will not be released to any third party without prior consultation with and the agreement with you, the assessment-taker.c.

The above practices are recommended for the following reasons.

Self-evaluations have a limited 'life' and are generally carried out to meet a specific purpose.
People change over time and can frequently redress deficiencies or change previously held motivations and skills.
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